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 In this paper, we present the design of a High Performance Multi-Threaded 
Processor. Processing of high quality images is inevitable in applications 
such as, HD TV, Gaming Multimedia, etc. which require a great processing 
power with low power consumption. This can be achived with multi-threaded 
processors which optimally utilises the Functional Units (Fus). The speed of 
processing is as good as multi-core processors with lesser area. A conflict 
resolver (CR) is designed for scheduling the instructions, which involves 
allocation of Fu. The data move instructions are in majority in any of the 
programs; the corresponding logic blocks are replicated and speed of 
execution is further improved. We illustrated for two-threaded 
processorHowever, it is possible to extend the design for any number of 







Single Threaded Processor 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
The extreme developments in entertainment, gaming, medical imaging and HDTV along with 
electronics systems. Electronic systems design is getting more and more complex. The system requires very 
high speed processing, at the same time power consumption is also stretching its limitations. To meet this 
contradicting requirements the solution is in the efficient and effective embedded processor design. One of the 
promising methods is “Simultaneous multithreading” (SMT), which takes super-threading to the next level in 
the high performance processor design. It is super-threading without the restriction, i.e. all the instructions 
issued by the front end on each clock are from the same thread. In SMT, instructions are executing on different 
threads simultaneously. So we get better utilization of functional units. The issue of scheduling is properly 
managed by a special hardware unit called Conflict analyzer, which takes part of the opcode, i.e. 3 most 
significant bits.  
Although SMT might seem like a pretty large departure from the kind of conventional, process-
switching multithreading done on a single-threaded CPU, it actually doesn't add too much complexity to the 
hardware. This is done by dividing up the processor's architectural resources into two types: Replicated  and 
Shared.   
 
 
2. RESEARCH METHOD 
The potential for achieving a significant increase in throughput on a superscalar by using 
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So as we can see from the above graphs that the gate count and power consumption of Dual core 
processor is just double as that of Single Threaded Processor. But there is lot of area and power saving in case 
of Multithreaded Processor as compare to Dual Core Processor. Its is mainly because in case of  Multi-
Threaded the all functional units are not replicated but they are shared, while in case of Dual-Core processor 




Figure 6. Performance with respect to dependencies among the threads 
 
 
Here we compared performance of Single-Threaded Processor and Multi-Threaded Processor on the 
bases of Instructions executed per clock cycle for 50 Instructions program per Thread (i.e. total of 100 
instructions). For 0 and 2% conflicts our Multi-Threaded Processor performs 197% compare to Single-
Threaded Processor (i.e. nearly like two Single-Threaded Processors). As percentage of conflicts increases the 
performance of Multi-Threaded processor starts decreasing nearly linearly. Since for 50 instructions per thread 
the maximum possible conflicts can be 94%. At 94% conflict Multi-Threaded will perform 104.63%.But as we 
know most of the Instructions in a program is Data-transfer and Jump, so in most of cases the conflict will be 
will be varies from 30-60% and correspondingly our Multi-Threaded processor performance varies from 
156.15-126.88% compare to Single-Threaded Processor. 
 
 
6.  EXPERIMENTATION 
The processor is modelled using Verilog HDL and its functionality is verified by using ModelSim-XE 




7.  FUTURE SCOPE 
The presented Multi-Threaded processor architecture can be extended to any number of threads by 
suitably redesign the CR, also replicate transfer logic and CPU Registers as many as threads.The usual 
limitation on the number of threades is number of functional units used in the design. Incase the number of 
threads exceeds the number of functional units, the threades has to wait more to get perticular functional unit to 
execuete its instruction, so the perforemence of Multi-Threaded processor will degrade greatly .  But there is 
also scope we can either go for combination of Multi-Core and Multi-threaded processor, in which there will 
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